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1.
Applied
1990.
Centres
France
CLIGOM.
Applied

The Workshop on a CLIOQM-HQMS Interface was held in the Department of
Statistics at the University of Reading, U.K. from 6 to 15 March
It was attended by experts designated by the HOMS National Reference
(HNRCs) of Belgium, Poland and the United Kingdom and by experts from
and the United Kingdom involved in the development and application of
Logistical support was provided by the staff of the Department of
Statistics and by the Institute of Hydrology, U.K.

2.

A full list of participants is contained in Annex 1 to this report.

3.
The Workshop
as follows:

was seen as having four purposes, which may be summarised

(a)

To review the need for hydrological
software in conjunction with CLIOOM;

and

water-resource

applications

(b)

To identify HOMS components that might serve in this capacity;

(c)

To work with examples of these components, by adapting
compiling
appropriate
interfaces, so that they can be
applications software linked to CLIGOM;

(d)

To draw conclusions from the above work with regard to the wider
question of the relationship between HOMS and CLIGOM, as well as to
the need for further development of software, tutorials and/or manuals
relating to interfacing applications software to CLIOOM.

them
used

or
as

4.
The major part of the time was spent on the third purpose, with the
participants working individually or in groups with the software that the
hydrologists brought to Reading. It was recognised from the outset, however,
that this group of experts could offer valuable advice on the further
development of both CLICOM and HOMS and, in particular, on their interfacing
and so some time was also devoted to this exercise in fulfilment of the other
three purposes.
5.

The meeting plan for the workshop is contained in Annex 2.

6.
This report is designed to be of value to two types of user.
The
first are CLICOM users who would like to interface with or make use of
hydrological applications.
For this purpose the report contains a brief
introduction to HOMS and the HOMS components used during the Workshop. The
second are hydrologists who would like to be able to access data from CLICOM.
For
this are included summaries of CLIGOM and of various options for
interfacing with it.
CLIOOM
7.
The CLICOM project is implemented under the World Climate
Data
Programme of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). It is a concerted
effort to improve the standard climate data management and user services of
Meteorological Services.
The project was targeted initially for developing
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countries where the Meteorological Service currently has little
or
no
1
computing facilities. For such countries a 'CLICOM system
consists of
microcomputer hardware, software and training. The software, which has been
developed in the U.S.A., is of a sufficiently high standard that it should be
of interest to many organizations that require improved facilities for climate
data management.
8.
The CLIOOM software consists of a set
of
commercial
packages
integrated with specially written programs. The main commercial software is a
database package called DataEase. Though powerful, this database package is
easy, both to use and to tailor for specific applications. The specially
written software provides a climatic database structure together with tailored
menus within DataEase, plus a large number of FORTRAN programs. The FORTRAN
programs are partly to provide data entry and quality control and partly to
allow summaries and other products to be provided. The CLIOOM software also
provides 'hooks' to enable applications software to be connected to GLICOM.
The software runs on PC compatible equipment.
It requires a reasonably
powerful machine with a large amount of disc storage.
9.
The database has been designed to manage seven distinct types of
climatological data, namely monthly, 10-day, daily, synoptic (e.g. 3-hourly,
6-hourly), hourly, 15 minute and upper air soundings.
Within DataEase a
record consists of a set of values for a single element. As an example Figure
1 shows daily climate values. For daily data a record consists of the data
for one month for a single element, e.g. rainfall. Within the record the data
for each day occupy two fields, consisting of the actual value plus a 'flag'
field.
The flag field is normally blank but may indicate data that are, for
example, 'dubious' or 'estimated'.

DAILY DATA
Record 34 on screen

Record found

Monthly Record of Daily Climate Values

Dataset-ID 102

Station-ID KUND0002 Element 002-Temp, daily max

Year-Month 1980-09
DAY

Value F

DAY

1
4
7
10
13
16
19
22
25,
28
31

23.2
23.4
20
23.8
25
25
27
27
26
24.8
-99999 M

2
5
8
11
14
17
20
23
26
29

Value F
22.8
23,7
23.2
19
23.8
24.2
26.8
23.5
18.4
25.2

D

DAY
3
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
27
30

Value F
22
23.7
23
24
25
25.8
25.5
25.2
24
23.8

F2ENTER F3VIEW F4EXIT F5F0RM CLR F6FLD CLR F7DELETE F8MQDIFY F9REPT F10MULTI
Figure 1 - A record of daily climate values
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10.
In addition to the actual climate data, the database also keeps
extensive station history information, i.e. details about the station and
about the data collected. As an example Figure 2 shows a station geography
record.
Users
of
CLICOM are required to enter station details plus
information that can be used for quality control checks before they are
permitted to enter actual climate data from that station. Further information
kept within the database includes a data dictionary.
This gives general
information on, for example, all the climatic elements managed by CLICOM.
Finally, inventory information keeps a detailed record of all the data
available for given times and locations.

STN GEOGRAPHY
Record 10 on screen

Record found
Station Geographic Information

Station-ID CETA0004
BEGIN-DATE 1949-01-01

L0CAL-ID2

ICAO-ID

WMO-NUM

END-DATE 9999-12-31

STN-NAME Cetar

STN-QUAL University

ABBREVIATED-NAME Cetar University
DISTRICT North

COUNTRY Limmoccow

DRAINAGE-BASIN
LATITUDE 0912N

LONGITUDE 07212E

ELEVATION

14.0 Meters

REMARKS Sited on campus of Meteorology Dept. of Limmoccow,s main University
35 m from nearest building 10 m high. Sunshine recorder on top of building.
F2ENTER F3VIEW F4EXIT F5F0RM CLR F6FLD CLR F7DELETE F8M0DIFY F9REPT F10MULTI

Figure 2 - A record of station information

11.
The database package, DataEase, provides comprehensive data entry and
validation facilities.
These are used for the entry of the station history
information. They are not, however, used for the entry of the actual climatic
data.
This is primarily because the DataEase record structure for the
climatic data is not appropriate for their entry and validation. Hence the
data entry facilities are provided by FORTRAN programs.
With these programs,
the user can easily set. up a data entry form to correspond to the climate
forms that are currently being used. Figure 3 gives an example of a simple
data entry form.
It is also convenient that, the climatic data are kept in a
temporary data base at the data entry and quality control stage.
Records are
only transferred into DataEase after the ciuality control procedures have been
completed.
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Station- ID:SC0P0010

Dataset-ID:102

Year:1971

Month:02

Station = Scopt.Lny Airport
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

PRECIP TMPMAX TMPMIN SUNSHN
0
253
143
104
246
5
144
74
246
0
141
67
0
250
136
63
0
238
141
36
102
236
147
38
0
234
150
41
0
244
122
58
0
252
117
54
0
252
113
90
15
250
112
63
99
237
122
73
300
233
135
36
3
238
140
66
168
241
133
48
0
246
140
39

F1HELP F2ENTER F4EXIT F5CLEAR FORM F6CLEAR FIELD F7CLEAR LINE F8INSERT LIN

Figure 3 - A form for the entry of daily data

12.
The current CLIO0M software includes some useful facilities
for
quality control.
These assume that some data have already been entered for
the site. When initial data are entered there is a facility to use data from
a neighbouring site or to merely guess values. The quality control can then
be undertaken in two phases. First the data are checked against the guessed
values.
Then the correct summary statistics and extremes are calculated and
the quality control procedures can then be repeated.
13.
Once the climatic data are within the database, the user can utilise
the comprehensive report writing facility provided by DataEase for data
searches and presentation.
A number of reports are available to be used as
they stand, or to be modified to suit the requirements of a particular
country.
One example is given in Figure 4. Other products are provided by
running FORTRAN programs. Producing either type of produce is a menu option,
(e.g. Figure 5) and hence a straightforward task for staff who may initially
not be experienced computer users. One example of a product from a FORTRAN
program is given in Figure 6.
The source code is provided for the FORTRAN
programs to enable experienced users to tailor, or add to, the products
provided.
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BRIEF REPORT OF HISTORIC STATION INFORMATION
for station
HUSS0003
WHO Number District - Capital
(Report printed on 12/01/88 at 17:39:07)
Begin
Date
1982-01-01
1988-01-01

End

Date

Station Abbreviation

Latltude

1987-12-31

Hussel Met Station

0823N

9999-12-31

Hussel Met Station

0823N

Longitude
07002E
07002E

Observation
Type

Elev
85.3
85.5

Figure 4 - A report produced by the database package

Climate Data Products

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

4.2

Return to the previous menu
Help
Products that produce permanent data
Produce a daily extremes table
Produce a monthly graph of daily data
Produce an annual graph of monthly data
Produce a bi-variate frequency distribution
Produce a plot of an upper air sounding
Produce a monthly tabulation of daily data
Perform a single DOS command

Figure 5 - An example of a CLIOQM menu
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Figure 6 - A product from one of the FORTRAN programs

14.
A wide range of applications software is being interfaced to CLIOOM.
The term 'interface' should be viewed broadly. In some instances all that is
done is to export ASCII files which are then read by the application program.
The opposite extreme is for the user to be totally unaware that a separate
application program has been run. From the users perspective, a CLICOM menu
option simply produces the results. Implicit in the distinction between these
two types of interface is the fact that some software is being rewritten so
that its style of use (menus, help for particular actions, etc.) is the same
as the rest of CLICOM. Other software will require the user to recognise that
they have moved to a different package and to learn the way that this package
is used.
15.
It
is useful to distinguish between general purpose application
software and a specific program.
Many products of applications can be
produced by transferring the data to another general package, for instance a
statistics package, a spreadsheet or à graphics package. The opposite extreme
is a special program for a crop growth model or a water resources model that
requires climatic data as one of their inputs.
16.
At the time of the workshop, CLICOM systems had been installed in over
80 countries and were being used for the compilation, screening and storage of
climàtological and other types of data.
In some cases CLICOM systems were
being used to handle hydrological data. CLIOOM systems are now (January 1991)
installed in over 90 countries.
17.
Data have no intrinsic value in themselves, their value lies in their
being used for scientific studies, for the design and operation of various
projects and hence, finally, as a basis for decisions to be made which affect
the welfare of mankind and of the environment.
In short, it is
the
application of the data which finally gives them their worth. The data stored
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in CLIOOM systems were used in applications from the very start of the
project.
Existing applications software was used by many national services in
association with CLIOOM and efforts were made in some cases to link this
software more closely with CLIOOM.
These were, however, individual efforts
and it became evident that if CLIOOM were to achieve its full potential and be
of
greatest
value to its users at national level, then a series of
applications programs should be written or identified that would be interfaced
closely with the system.
Their existence would be advertised together with
CLIOOM and the CLIOOM system itself might, be augmented so as to facilitate the
interfacing.
18.
The hydrological and water-resource community has need of long series
of consistent observational records of a range of elements which are analysed
for their statistical and other characteristics and for the modelling of
hydrological processes. In this there is much similarity with the needs of
the climatological community.
It is not surprising, therefore, that CLIOOM
systems have been used for hydrological data in a number of instances.
In
addition, scientific hydrology and the design of water-related projects have
need of many types of climatological data. It can in fact be argued that this
represents one of the most valuable applications of such data. This is
emphasised by the increasing importance of water as
a
constraint
on
agricultural and industrial development and on improvements in human health.
Discussions of applications in association with
CLIOOM
have
therefore
consistently identified hydrology and water resources as one of the priority
areas for consideration.
HOMS
19.
HOMS, the Hydrological Operational Multipurpose Subprogramme of WMO,
provides a method for the transfer of technology used by those working in the
fields of hydrology and water resources.
This technology usually takes the
form
of
descriptions of hydrological instruments, technical manuals or
computer programs. These materials are made available for inclusion in HOMS
by
the Hydrological Services of the Member countries of WMO from the
techniques which they themselves use in their normal operations.
This ensures
that the technology transferred is ready for use and works reliably.
20.
The technology available through HOMS is provided in the form of
separate HOMS components. Typical examples of components include the drawings
for building a gauging cableway, a set of computer programs for maintaining a
computerised bank of hydrological data or a manual on methods of estimating
probable maximum precipitation (PMP). At the time of the workshop there were
420 HOMS components listed.
For ease of reference, HOMS components are
classified into sections and subsections on the basis of their subject
matter.
The classification system also indicates the level of complexity of
the component on a scale of 1 (simplest) to 3 (most complex).
21.
HOMS is organized as a co-operative effort of the Members of WMO.
Those Members who wish to participate in HOMS do so by designating a HOMS
National Reference Centre (HNRC), usually in the
National
Hydrological
Service.
HOMS international activities are supervised and co-ordinated by the
Steering Committee for HOMS which works within the framework of the WMO
Commission for Hydrology.
Secretariat support is provided by the HOMS Office
in the Hydrology and Water Resources Department of the WMO Secretariat.
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22.
The HOMS Reference Manual (HRM) contains the summary descriptions of
all the available HOMS components, as well as a guide to the working of HOMS
and addresses of HNRCs.
HNRCs hold a copy of the HRM, which is kept
up-to-date
by
the issue of supplements.
A HOMS Newsletter, which is
distributed to HNRCs and other hydrological organizations on request, gives
news of HOMS activities in the various participating countries and in regional
projects, of changes in HNRCs, and of new components.
23.
In order for an individual or institution to make use of
the
technology available through HOMS, it is normal for them to approach the HNRC
of their country. There the HOMS Reference Manual can be consulted and advice
obtained on which components are available to meet the needs.
Once a
particular component has been selected, the HNRC sends a request for it to the
HNRC in its country or origin.
24.
Since the inauguration of HOMS in 1981, a number of national, regional
and international projects have been undertaken to aid in the development,
exchange and use of HOMS components. Frequently there is a need for technical
assistance or training in the use of components and a number of avenues are
available for providing such assistance.
25.
About half of the HOMS components consist of computer software.
The
most sought after components are software for use in storing and analysing
hydrological data, precisely the type of applications software being sought to
present in association with CLICOM as discussed in paragraphs 17 and 18
above. In addition, a number of software components of HOMS, in particular
those relating to the statistical analysis of data, are of general interest to
CLICOM users quite apart from their value as water-related applications.
HOMS
is well-established and internationally recognized and the components have
been tried and tested in operational practice. HOMS components are therefore
natural
candidates
for
interfacing
with CLICOM.
Furthermore, and of
considerable importance, WMO encourages the exchange and
use
of
HOMS
components and of applications software for CLICOM. Where CLICOM software is
for hydrological purposes, it should be included in HOMS so that there is no
ambiguity as to the Organization's policy on the exchange of hydrological
technology.
THE HOMS COMPONENTS
26.
The invitation to the HNRCs of Belgium, Poland and the U.K. to
participate in the workshop included an invitation for each of them to propose
the HOMS component or components which their participants might take to
Reading for interfacing with CLICOM.
Taking account of the aims of the
workshop, agreement was reached on the specific HOMS components which would be
studied in Reading and used as case studies for applications software. These
were essentially three in number:
A.
B.
C.

Storage and file management system for hydrological data (Belgium)
Checking and areal analysis of precipitation data - SVARD (Poland)
Hydrological database and analysis system - HYDATA (U.K.)

In addition, consideration was given to a fourth case study involving
of small programs:
D.

Programs to fit frequency distributions (U.K.).

a

series
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27.
More complete descriptions of the four components are given in Annexes
3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively.
USE OF COMMERCIAL PACKAGES
28.
It is a coincidence, and an interesting one, that all four of the
above components are FORTRAN based and none are dependent on commercial
software, though HYDATA is itself a commercial product.
Many
software
components of HOMS are written in BASIC or other computer languages and so the
predominance of FORTRAN at the workshop is only of passing interest. Of
greater note is the fact that very few, if any, HOMS components operate in
conjunction with or make explicit use of commercial software.
29.
Commercial software packages offer the great advantage of being well
tried and tested and hence virtually free of errors. One would like to be
able to claim that they are completely free of all errors, but expérience
shows that this is a near-impossible demand. These packages are also highly
efficient in their use of computer time and storage and usually involve a
degree
of
software sophistication beyond that found in purpose-written
hydrological software. In addition, and very important in this context, they
have been designed for ease of use and many people are familiar with them.
While it may be necessary to re-formulate problems so as to permit their
solution
using commercial packages, or develop programs to compile the
necessary inputs or interpret the results in
hydrological
terms,
the
advantages mentioned above far outweigh these disadvantages in many cases.
30.
There
are therefore those who would advocate a greater use of
commercial software packages in the development of programs for use in
hydrological work and there are cases, for example, of statistics packages
being applied in the analysis of hydrological data and of a spreadsheet being
used as the basis for an aquifer model.
As yet, however, there are no
examples of such approaches among HOMS components.
31.
It is anticipated that a number of future HOMS components will involve
the use of commercial packages (as does CLICOM) and others might even use the
language within the package as an alternative to more traditional languages
such as FORTRAN.
To illustrate this, a description of a set of CLICOM
applications which were developed in France using a standard spreadsheet and a
standard graphics package was prepared during the workshop.
Details of these
applications are available and aie to be included in the "Application Guide
for CLICOM" that is being written.
INTERFACING WITH CLICOM
32.
The practical work undertaken during the workshop was dependent very
much on the nature of CLICOM and the technical possibilities for interfacing
with it. The HOMS experts were instructed on these matters in some detail.
Because of their importance to the workshop, a summary of the ways of
interfacing with CLICOM was prepared and is presented in Annex 7.
CASE STUDIES
33.
Trie HOMS components referred to in paragraph 26 and described in
Annexes 3 to 6 were used in case studies of interfacing with CLICOM. In every
case a successful interface was achieved and data were exchanged between
CLICOM and the component software.
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34.
As indicated in Annex 2, the first part of the workshop was devoted to
familiarization with CLI00M. None of those undertaking the work had any prior
experience with the system. This familiarization was therefore necessary, but
it also provided an opportunity assess the value of the CLI00M tutorials that
had recently been prepared for use in future training courses.
35.
There
was
some feeling that more time had been spent on the
introduction to DataEase than was really necessary for the purpose of the
workshop, but the participants considered that the tutorials were excellent
and the whole familiarization process was most successful.
36.
Those working with the HOMS components were very experienced computer
programmers,
which
clearly facilitated the work.
Nevertheless, it was
generally agreed that they could not have completed their task within the time
available if they had not been able to call on the advice of the GLI00M
experts who were present.
37.
HYDATA is a sophisticated software package which was well worth
interfacing with CLI00M.
It was recognised, however, that quite simple
programs could also serve as valuable applications and the U.K. HNRC therefore
brought to the workshop the suite of programs described in Annex 6. These had
first been written many years previously for a main-frame computer and had
been subsequently re-written for use with micro-computers.
They had been
applied on innumerable occasions to hydrological data and were still being
requested as HOMS components. They had also been applied occasionally to
climatological data with equal success. Discussion on the suite of programs
among the workshop participants emphasized the value that all saw in seeking
and developing simple applications software for CLIGOM and the hope was to
undertake case study D in order to demonstrate this point. There was no doubt
that this would
have
been
feasible, and
even
comparatively
easy.
Unfortunately, a shortage of time meant that all efforts were concentrated on
case study C so as to ensure that the interface between HYDATA and CLIGOM was
as efficient as possible.
Nevertheless it was felt to be worthwhile to
describe the suite of programs in Annex 6 and to use them as examples to
stress the great potential value of simple applications software.
38.
Annexes 8 to 10 contain brief descriptions of the work that was
accomplished on case studies A, B and C, leading to interfaces between CLICOM
and the HOMS components.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
39.
At the close of the workshop the participants reviewed the work that
had been accomplished and assembled the following set of conclusions and
recommendations on the topics indicated:
CLICOM
(a)

CLICOM is of considerable potential value to hydrologists because it
makes available in a standard format a wide range of data that are
needed in hydrological work. It should remove the need to search for
data in a variety of locations and to enter data into computer files.
The value of CLICOM in this regard is dependent, of course, on its
being available and widely used in operational practice in the country
concerned.
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(b)

CLIOQM can be seen as setting a certain standard format for data
storage and exchange. This can facilitate the transfer of software
from one location to another where it has been developed for use with
CLICOM and the system is available in both locations.

(c)

Many of the applications being developed for CLIOQM are of interest to
hydrologists, which further enhances the potential value of CLICOM to
the hydrological community.

(d)

The potential value of CLICOM referred to in (a) to (c) above is a
direct function of the number of countries and national institutions
which use the system. The features of CLICOM which are of greatest
importance to hydrologists are its general open structure and its
widespread availability. The more CLICOM systems there are in use,
the more valuable will each CLICOM system become.

(e)

The fact that CLICOM is an open system greatly facilitates interfacing
with applications. It does, however, lead to problems such as the
lack of a standard allocation of all but a core of element codes and
menus. This lack of standardization may lead to problems in using
some of the HOMS-CLICOM interfaces.

(f)

CLICOM
benefits
from
using the powerful facilities offered by
commercial software, in particular DataEase. This does give rise to
one problem, however, in that CLICOM is thereby tied to the DOS
system. As the use of other operating systems such as UNIX expands,
this could limit future development and application.

(g)

The user's guide, tutorials and the current draft of the applications
guide for CLICOM are considered excellent for non-expert programmers.
There is need for a more detailed explanation of CLICOM's structure
for use by advanced programmers such as those wishing to interface
applications software.

(h)

Many
applications are likely to
distribution. Nevertheless, it would
advice as to how certain types of
and interfaced. This advice could be
for the preparation of such software.

(i)

A description of HOMS and of the potential for interfacing with HOMS
components should be included in the CLICOM newsletter.

be too specific for widespread
be valuable to widely distribute
applications can best be developed
presented in a series of guides

HOMS
(j)

HOMS is of considerable interest to CLICOM users because of
of components that might serve as applications of CLICOM.

the number

(k)

The system of classification, review and acceptance of HOMS components
can be seen as an example to be considered in the development of
similar facets of CLICOM.

(1)

Most
operational
software
is
in an almost constant state of
development. If software is to be widely distributed, it is important
to clearly identify its various versions.
Issuing new versions at
frequent intervals can cause problems for users.
However, HOMS has
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not so far been very successful in encouraging HNRCs to up-date their
software component as frequently as would be wished. It is recognized
that
HNRCs face limitations of manpower and other resources in
undertaking such tasks and that, as a consequence, HUMS is neither as
comprehensive nor as up-to-date as would be desired.
(m)

Sane very efficient hydrological software may be written on the basis
of commercial packages. The purpose-written programs may be quite
small and could be seen as being too trivial for submission as HOMS
components. However, the problems solved by such means may be far
from trivial and HNRCs should be encouraged to submit such software as
HOMS components.

(n)

The existence of a CLICOM interface should be explicitly referred to
in the standard description of any HOMS component for which such an
interface exists.
HOMS_-_CLIGOM Interface

(o)

It is important to emphasize that the interfacing of HOMS and CLICOM
can take place at various levels. It would be counter-productive to
set strict definitions and rules for interfacing. A CLICOM user could
undertake
the work, but it is more likely to be done by the
institution which provides the technical support
for
the
HOMS
component concerned.

(p)

In considering which HOMS components might be interfaced and used with
CLICOM, preference might be given to those components which are most
widely used and those which make use of climatological data.

(q)

Future
efforts
to interface HOMS and CLICOM are likely to be
restricted mainly to work undertaken by HNRCs and so the choice of
components will be a matter for each centre to decide. In making
their selection, HNRCs are encouraged to consider not only the needs
of the hydrological community but also the value of certain HOMS
components to a wider range of users.

(r)

Work on interfacing is most efficient when carried out as a joint
exercise involving experts in the HOMS component and experts in
CLICOM.
This will not be feasible in many cases, hence the importance
of appropriate guidance material such as that referred to under (g)
and (h) above.

(s)

If there is a CLICOM expert within a country, there should be little
difficulty. The extent of interfacing is therefore likely to increase
as the number of national CLICOM experts increases.

(t)

The CLICOM system should be considered for inclusion in the HOMS
Reference Manual as a HOMS component.
This would confirm the link
between CLICOM and HOMS and encourage the wider use of CLICOM systems.

(u)

The HNRCs of Belgium, Poland and the U.K. are recommended to complete
the work on the interfaces developed during the workshop, including
the preparation of the necessary user's guides, and to submit the
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resultant software for inclusion in HOMS either as an interface for
application in conjunction with the existing component or as a revised
component offering the CLICOM interface as a new option.
Further development ofJHLICQM
(v)

In addition to the above, a number of very specific proposals were
made for amendments to the CLICOM software. These were based on the
experiences of the participants in interfacing with the current CLICOM
system.
The proposals were passed on for consideration by those
responsible for developing CLICOM Version 3.0.
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MEETING PLAN

1.

Familiarisation with CLIOCM and means of interfacing with it.

2.

Review of need for hydrological and water-resource applications to be
made compatible with CLIGQM.

3.

Identification of relevant HOMS components.

4.

Presentation of HOMS components represented at the Workshop.

5.

Development and testing of interfaces between
components represented at the Workshop.

6.

Compilation of experiences with the development of interfaces.

7.

Assembling of conclusions with regard
relationship between HOMS and CLICOM.

8.

Compilation of the report of the Workshop.

to

CLIOOM

and

those

HOMS

the wider question of the

ANNEX 3

STORAGE AND FILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR HYDROLOGICAL DATA
(HOMS component G06.3.01 - revised)

Purpose
This component stores hydrological data both for long-term archival
purposes
and in a form convenient for processing, using an integrated
management system for the various files.
General description
The program, which is designed for use with personal computers,
adaptation of an earlier version written for main frame computers.

is an

The data base is organized essentially around three types of file:
the "master files" which store the information that is frequently consulted
and relates to the stations and types of data, the "working files" which
contain only those data required for immediate use, and the "transfer files"
which may be used both for the long-term storage of data and for the transfer
of data from one data processing centre to another, possibly with different
computing
and
other
facilities.
The files of particular concern for
interfacing with CLIOOM are the master files and working files.
The following operations are generally carried out on working files:
creation and initialization of the management tables for a file;
deletion of a file;
summary or detailed listing of the contents of a file, either all
part thereof;
data entry;
review and/or updating of the data in a file;
data transfer between working files;
data transfer between working files and transfer files;
deletion of blocks of data within a file;
editing of tables of data in a file;
editing of graphics derived from data in a file.

or

a

All the programs are very easily used by those who have little or even
no experience with the use of personal computers.
Form of Presentation
The component is presented as a set of manuals and diskettes, the
latter containing the programs in a form in which they can be directly
executed on an IBM PC compatible computer. The manuals and the programs are
available in both French and English.
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Operational Requirements
IBM PC compatible computer with
512K RAM
20Mb Hard disk
CPU of the type Intel 8086, 80286, 80386
Monochrome or colour monitor (CGA, EGA, VGA, Hercules, ...)
Operating system: MS-DOS 3.1 or later.
Files
The

three

types of

file referred

to above are described more fully

below.
Master files
The master files hold practical information
by the application programs, in particular for
hydrological variables. It is essential that they
before any data analysis. There are two master
the list of stations and that which contains a list
file, similar to the master files, contains a list
data base.

which is used frequently
identifying the tables of
are created and up-dated
files: the file containing
of data types.
A third
of all working files in the

Within the station file, each hydrological station, gauging section
and river basin is identified by an internal four-figure code. A certain
number of characteristics relating to the station is associated with this
code:
the station identification number, station name, name of the river and
country, national code for the station, agency responsible, agency code for
the station, area of river basin, latitude, etc. Most of this information is
optional in the sense that it is not used by the management programs. Only
the
following
are
systematically used: the internal code number, the
identification number and the names of the station and the river.
Only one
station file is normally used, bearing the generic name "STALIS". This file
can hold information on up to 1000 stations, but if this is insufficient,
extra files can be created.
Each
hydrological
variable
(lake
level,
flow,
precipitation,
évapotranspiration, air temperature, etc.) is considered as a data type and is
listed in the file of data types. Each is identified by an internal
four-figure code to which is associated the information required by the
application
program
which handles the specific type of data concerned
(variable name, number of decimal places, type of operation usually applied to
this variable).
There is usually only one file of data types, which bears the
name "DATLIS". It can hold information on a maximum of 200 data types.
The file containing the names of
also the date when each data file and
that this file is kept up-to-date, it is
or deleted using the appropriate program

all files, entitled "LSTTTL", stores
each master file was created. In order
essential that data files are created
and not with the aid of DOS commands.
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Working files
The working files comprise the heart of the data base. They store the
observed and derived data while they are being acquired, verified and edited.
These files are too small to keep data permanently stored. Their purpose is
to facilitate data entry and deletion and to accelerate data exchange.
Definitive data are stored in data transfer files.
A given working file may contain many types of data from different
stations, but they all have the same set frequency of observation. It is
therefore possible to regroup the data in the form of tables: for example,
annual tables of daily data or monthly tables of hourly data. The working
files are therefore of different types depending on the frequency of the
observations they contain. There are files of type:
"DATDJ1"
"DATDJ2"
"DATDJ3"
"DARDH3"
"DATDH2"
"DATDH1"

for
for
for
for
for
for

annual tables of daily data,
monthly tables of data observed
monthly tables of data observed
monthly tables of data observed
monthly tables of data observed
monthly tables of hourly data.

"two times per day"
"three times per day"
"every three hours"
"every two hours"

Up to 1000 tables of a given type can be created.
A form of supplementary working file is included for data which are
not associated with any fixed time interval (for example, piezometric head
which is measured in principle every month, but not on a fixed date, and data
derived from the digitizing of pluviogrames which have a precision in the
order of a minute). These files have the following types:
"SERMTV" for monthly sets of data with variable time steps equal to or
greater than one minute.
"SERATV" for annual sets of data with variable time steps equal to or
greater than one day.
In a working file, the data tables are identified by a triplet
comprising the code number of the station, that of the data type and the
date.
As opposed to the transfer files, which are sequential ASCII files, the
working files are direct access binary.
To economize on storage space on
disks, each item of data is coded as a two-byte integer.
Transfer files
The transfer files are character files and can therefore be used to
exchange data between different agencies, the only limitation being that they
use the same type of diskette and operating system. These files also ensure
compatibility between the micro and mainframe version of the system.
Copies
of the transfer files can also be stored in the data centre as a means of
archiving data from past years.
The transfer files permit the export and import
other systems.

of

data

to and

from
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Relation with other applications
This component is the control point for the majority of the components
which the Belgian HNRC has developed for use with micro-computers, in the
sense that these other components extract their necessary data from it and
store their final results in it.
At present (March 1990) the following components are available
with PCs:

for use

H76.2.04:
Calculation
of
discharge by means of stage-discharge
analytical relations.
H76.3.02: Analytical fitting of the stage-discharge relation.
100.2.01: Statistical analysis of the monthly (and annual) values of a
hydrological variable.
126.2.01: Daily average areal precipitation by the Thiessen method.

ANNEX 4

CHECKING AND AREAL ANALYSIS OF PRECIPITATION DATA - SVARD
(HOMS component 126.3.04 - revised)

Purpose
The SVARD system is designed as a flexible tool for the local analysis
and graphical display of any scalar or vector
fields,
in
particular
precipitation fields.
It includes a facility to check for erroneous, doubtful
or missing data.
The component used at the workshop was version 3 of SVARD,
March 1990.

released

in

General description
A
complex
control interactive method is adopted to reconstruct
reliable spatial and time series for the
region
under
consideration.
Different methods of interpolation can be used to compute grid point values,
including optimum interpolation, spline and local fitting.
After the data have been checked and interpolation carried out
produce a regular network, a graphical comparison of the different scalar
vector fields can be performed. The graphical analysis is organized so as
permit flexibility in the display of the data, including the use of a range
colours.

to
or
to
of

The system is fully parameterized to allow the data to be stored in an
interactive or non-interactive mode and to deal with homogeneous or phenomena
scalar/vector fields.
The SVARD system provides as output sets of verified time-spatial data
series on a monitor screen, printer or disk file. Knowledge and experience,
with the operation of the stations and the structure of the resulting data are
of great value in interpreting the results. It may be used for many purposes,
such as the reconstruction of homogeneous time series, evaluation of catchment
characteristics or the investigation of statistical structure.
Form of presentation
The system is contained on one high density diskette, accompanied by a
user's guide in English.
Operational requirements
The system can operate on any IBM PC XT/AT compatible micro-computer
running under MS-DOS 3.1 or later, with an EGA card and graphics based on the
CONNEL package (JPCLIB.OBJ). A version based on standard MS "C" graphics is
also available. The program is written in C and FORTRAN.
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Files
The package works in Cartesian (x,y) co-ordinates for a given map.
All data files are text files and are therefore easy to view, check
and change, using any text editor. These files could be easily recognized by
their extensions, e.g. *.for, *.exe, *.wsg, *.par, *.xy, *.raw, *.ver, etc.
Message files (*.msg) are separate files that contain menus and can be easily
translated, or replaced.
A full description of the data is included in the
parameter files (*.par).

ANNEX 5
HYDROLOGICAL DATABASE AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM - HYDATA
(HOMS component G06.3.02)

Purpose
HYDATA is an easy to use, menu operated, personal computer program for
storing, checking, processing, presentation and analysis of hydrological data
and is designed for use by any water authority, government department,
consultant or research organization.
General description
Subject to the availability of disc space, HYDATA has the capacity
store data for up to 1000 stations. Each station may be one of six types:

to

Data type

Description

Event
Rating
Flow
Rainfall
Storage
General

Up to 100 readings/day (water level, rainfall or lockage)
Maximum 996 gaugings and 20 rating equations
Daily/monthly mean flows
Daily/monthly rainfall data
Daily/monthly reservoir storage
Daily/monthly data of any type other than flow, rainfall &
storage (e.g. evaporation, catchment rainfall, temperature).

HYDATA offers quality control on data entry, printouts suitable for
copying into reports or yearbooks and versatile graphics both on screen and on
a pen plotter.
Individual items of data may be flagged as coming from
different sources, for example original or modelled.
Details about each
station such as name, basin areas, latitude, longitude and altitude can be
stored. Comments may be added to data on a monthly basis.
The basic system includes very good facilities for developing rating
equations from river gaugings with on screen and plotter graphics which is
essential
in
deriving
sensible rating curves.
Once developed, rating
equations are used automatically to convert river stages to flows.
Graphics are particularly important, if not essential, in checking and
presenting hydrological data.
HYDATA is able to use screen graphics to VGA,
EGA, GGA, Hercules and other standards.
Data transfer to HYDATA from another computer compatible form such as
an electronic logger, hydrological model or by data transfer from a mainframe
is straightforward. A chart digitising program is also available with file
output compatible with HYDATA input.
Data types have been defined above. Data and or commands may be input
either by the operator or from a named file.
Optional modules are available
to transfer data from ASCII file, data loggers, telephone telemetry and
(through third party software) digitised charts.
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Output is in the form of printed summaries of stations on the system
and their period of record, yearbook style printouts of all data (designed for
A4 or quarto copying), lists of river gaugings, rating equations and rating
tables and/or printed output from analysis programs. Screen and pen plotter
graphics are available for all types of data and analysis programs.
Graph
format may be re-designed by the user. Text and screen graphics will operate
in monochrome or colour.
Form of presentation
HYDATA is supplied on a number of IBM compatible 360k,
1.44 Mb floppy discs.

720k,

1.2Mb

or

The
basic
system
is in English or Portuguese, but error and
information messages are available in Spanish, French or Portuguese.
A
comprehensive, easy to read, user manual is supplied with each system.
Operational requirements
HYDATA is guaranteed to run on the following system:
IBM-AT or PS/2 compatible (minimum 640k memory)
Enhanced Graphics display
IBM/Epson graphics printer
HP7475A 6 pen plotter
However, HYDATA has run on other IBM computers as well as compatible
machines such as COMPAQ, Olivetti, Tandon, Amstrad and Opus. In any case a
hard disc of at least 10Mb is required.
Files
HYDATA uses a system of indexed FORTRAN direct access files called
Cache-cache.
Cache-cache was originally developed at the Institute of
Hydrology for mainframe use specifically for hydrological data.
Within
Cache-cache all data are owned by stations.
The primary index file contains a list of station numbers and a
pointer to a second index file. The second index file contains a larger entry
for each station.
This entry contains general information about the station
such as name, latitude and longitude. The entry also contains a set of
pointers to locations in the main data files. There is one data file for each
type of data. For example there are separate files for daily rainfall and
daily flow data.
Data are stored very compactly within each file to minimise usage of
disc space. The indexing system means that data can be abstracted quickly
regardless of the size of the file.
In spite of the predominance of BASIC as the main programming language
for micro-computers in the early days, the decision was taken to develop
HYDATA in FORTRAN for the following reasons:
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(1)

The database management
FORTRAN (see above).

system

used by HYDATA was already written in

(2)

In spite of increased development time, compiled
execute much faster than interpreted BASIC programs.

(3)

Many useful data analysis programs, available
written in FORTRAN.

on

FORTRAN

programs

mainframes, were

HYDATA is written exclusively in FORTRAN with no third party software
(except screen and printer graphics drivers) and no use of MS DOS batch files
(except to load the graphics drivers). The current version of the system is
written in FORTRAN 66 using the Prospero FORTRAN 66 compiler. Currently GEM
drivers are used for screen and printer graphics.
HYDATA drives HP plotters
directly without the need for drivers.
It is planned that all future
development of HYDATA will be in FORTRAN 77 and GEM graphics will be replaced
with the GSS system.
A data access library, HYLIB, is available with HYDATA for application
programmers to interface their own software and is written in FORTRAN 77. Two
versions of this library are provided; Microsoft (version 5.0) and Prospero
F77.
Using the mixed language ability of the Microsoft range of compilers, it
is possible to write applications in other languages (C, Pascal and BASIC).
Relation with other applications
A growing number of hydrological analysis programs are available as an
addition to the basic system.
At present these offer double mass plotting,
time series comparison, baseflow separation, flow duration analysis and low
flow frequency analysis.
Further programs will soon be available including
flood frequency analysis. A FORTRAN library is available for abstracting data
directly into user written programs.
A nine parameter conceptual catchment model running on daily data is
also available with a link program to abstract data directly from HYDATA.

ANNEX 6

PROGRAMS TO FIT FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS
(HOMS components XOO.1.02, XOO.1.03, XOO.1.06 and XOO.1.09)

Purpose and objectives
XOO.1.02
XOO.1.03
XOO.1.06
XOO.1.09

Fit
Fit
Fit
Fit

the
the
the
the

gamma distribution
log-normal distribution
Gumbel distribution
general extreme value distribution.

Description
XOO.1.02 -

Computes moments and maximum likelihood
estimates
of
gamma
distribution parameters.
A second program in the component makes
the same analysis on the logarithms of the data.

XOO.1.03 -

No special description is necessary.

XOO. 1.06 -

Parameters of the distribution
maximum likelihood.

XOO. 1.09 -

The sextile method is used to provide a first estimate of the
parameters as a starting point for an iterative maximum likelihood
estimation.
The program checks that the value of k, the shape
parameter, does not become too negative during the iteration.

are estimated

by

moments and

All the components make chi-square and Kolmogoroff-Smirnov
fit tests.

by

goodness of

Output
All results are printed and include parameter estimates with standard
errors and results of goodness of fit tests.
Operational requirements and restrictions
The programs are written in FORTRAN and can process up to 100 values
though this limit could be changed. Some statistical experience is required
for interpreting the results.
Data input
For all four components data are read in from an ASCII file of a fixed
format (and fixed name).
The format of these data files is similar for all
four components but with small differences in the first line of the file.
The
following example is the input file format for XOO.1.02:
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001000100000
kc(l)/kc(2)/ifmt
STATION 27001 NIDD AT HUNSINGORE WEIR
station name
0035000000000000
ivWl/ndash
189,02 91.80 115.52 78.55 162.99 91.80 153.04
)
65.08 76.22 149.30 131.82 261.82 181.59 90.28
)
95.47 158.01 172.92 179.12 65.60 213.70 86.63
)
sample data
111.74 75.06 100.40 81.27 92.82 151.79 88.89
)
111.54 148.63 87.76 251.96 138.72 305.75 226.48
)
1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 )
1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 )
1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 )
1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 )
year readings
1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 )
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 )
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 )
Interface to CLI00M
The four components provide a statistical analysis on an annual
maximum series.
For hydrologists the main use would be to analyse a series of
annual maximum flood peaks. However the analysis could also be applied to any
other annual maximum series. Annual maximum daily, hourly or 15 minute
rainfall are possibilities. Since such data are stored on (XIOOM, interfacing
the components is of benefit.
The various interface options are:
(1)

Complete integration within the CLIC0M system using the CLICOM FORTRAN
application development library. The four components would be menu
operated in the CLICOM style.

(2)

Writing a FORTRAN program to abstract data from CLICOM files and write
an ASCII file of the format required by the X00 components.
The X00
programs would then be unchanged.

(3)

As (2) above but using a special, complex, DATAEASE report.

(4)

A simple DATAEASE report would be produced to write an intermediate
ASCII file. A separate program, written in any suitable computer
language, would then be required to read the DATAEASE ASCII output
file and transform this to the X00 format.

(5)

As (4) above but modify the source code of the X00 components
ASCII file produced by DATAEASE.

to read

Option (1) is obviously the most satisfactory solution if the X00
components are to be used frequently and are to be used
by
persons
inexperienced in computing.
Since these XOO components are likely to be
updated soon by a more modern, menu operated, package, the work required to
achieve full integration is probably not worthwhile.
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As option (2) would require more work than the equivalent option (3),
this is not considered worthwhile unless DATAEASE is unable to cope with the
complex interogation required or unable to generate the required output file
format. The interogation involves reading all the record which comprise one
year of data, abstracting the maximum (or minimum) and making decisions on
missing data within each year.
Option (4) would be the easiest and probably the most appropriate way
to interface these HOMS components with CLIOQM. The advantage is that minimum
knowledge of DATAEASE is required and the X00 components remain unchanged.
Although option (5) means that no intermediate program is required as
in option (4), the disadvantage is that the source code for the XOO modules
would need to be changed.
Changing the code may have unforeseen effects
within the XOO programs and any revised versions of the XOO components by its
authors would have to be modified afresh.
Option (4) therefore remains the preferred approach.
Similar arguments might apply to comparable HOMS components.

ANNEX 7

WAYS OF INTERFACING WITH CLICOM

Outline

The
CLICOM system has an 'open' structure with many places where
applications can be attached.
In outline, the system comprises two
connected databases, one written mostly in FORTRAN (Microsoft FORTRAN 77,
Version 4) and the other constructed using the DataBase package.
The
DataEase database is the repository of the information about the climatic
data such as element definitions, inventories, station history and so
on.
The climate data values (observations) themselves are held in a
permanent, offline archive, usually an optical disc or magnetic tape, and
are loaded online into DataEase when required. The FORTRAN database is
primarily for key-entry of data and has facilities for quality control of
observations, which is done prior to loading validated data to the
DataEase database and thence to the archive.

Importance of DataEase

A diagram of the CLICOM structure is shown in Figure A.
This shows the
two databases with their links to the permanent archive, together with
the various flows of data in, through and out of this system.
The
central position of the commercial database package DataEase is evident:
from this it should be clear that a working knowledge of DataEase is
essential to use CLICOM.
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DIRECT
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Figure A: CLICOM structure
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Steps in putting climatic data into CLIOOM
Whenever climatic observations are entered (or imported) into CLICOM, the
following sequence of steps is required.
PROCESS

WHERE IN
CLIOOM

AUTHORITY
LEVEL

DataEase

Write

Enter/check Element Definitions

DataEase

Admin

Enter Dataset Definitions

DataEase

Admin

FORTRAN

Admin

FORTRAN

Admin

FORTRAN

Transcribe

(a) Enter/add Station Information
Station Geography
Station Observation
Station Element
(Station Element Extremes)

(link Elements to Datasets)
Set up Key-entry forms
Specify Quality Control checks
(b) Key-entry of climatic data
FORTRAN

Write

(c) Data Validation
(d) Load data into DataEase
Reorganize form indices

FORTRAN
DataEase

Write
Admin

(e) Archive data

FORTRAN

(f) Produce Inventory of data

DataEase

Write

(g) Use CLICOM
Examine data / produce products
Export data
Write and save new Reports
Derive "permanent" data

DataEase
DataEase
DataEase
FORTRAN

Read
Write
Admin
Write

Write/Admin

The "authority" has three levels from low (Transcribe and Read) to high
(Admin).
It gives some indication of the importance of the different
steps in maintaining the climatic database. It also gives an idea of the
"power" of different categories of users to modify CLICOM and so,
potentially, to upset the way it should work.
The preliminary steps at (a) are not always required. For instance, once
a station has been opened and the station details entered, the subsequent
entry of climatic observations may need no preliminaries.
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CLIOOM for applications purposes
The construction of a climatological database using CLICOM is the aspect
which has received most attention to date, and is therefore the view that
most current users have of the system. However, for users - such as many
HOMS users - interested in applications, CLICÛM is seen essentially as a
source of data in an organized and accessible form. So the starting
points for applications purposes are:
(a)

interrogating the database to see what data are available, and

(b)

exporting appropriate sets or subsets of
format for the applications task.

data

in a

suitable

To make an interface between CLIOOM and any application, both aspects
must be considered.
Steps in accessing data from the CLIOOM archive

(a) Query
STATION
operating, etc.

HISTORY

-

which

station/location,

whether

(b) Query INVENTORY - check for gaps in the record/missing values.
(c) Query DATA DICTIONARY - which datasets
data required.

(held

offline) have

the

(d) Clear the ONLINE MAIN DATA FILE.
(e) Retrieve data from the archive into the MAIN DATA FILE,
(f) Copy data, with further selection if appropriate, to the SUBSET.
(g) Repeat from step (a), as required,
(h) When satisfied, use the data.

Querying the database
The query process is done using DataEase to interrogate the station
history, element definitions, dataset
directory
and
other
online
information.
With DataEase reports, which are in one sense query
specifications, it is a routine matter to reroute or export the results
of an interrogation to a file on disk. This process is covered in detail
in the CLICOM Tutorial Guides and the DataEase Tutorial.
Simple database
queries are expected to be within the abilities of all CLICOM users
although, as with any tool, a little practice is usually necessary to
become proficient.
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7.

Exporting climatic data
(a) DataEase
An extension of the same idea of using DataEase Reports to export
information from the station history forms, is to use them to export
climatological values from the climate data forms themselves. To make
this process even easier, the report, specifications for several standard
ways of exporting data values have been saved and are provided as menu
options within CLICOM (Menu 2.2 "Transfer Data"). The DataEase exporting
facilities can be modified by an applications user "on-the-fly" for a
specific purpose, or if an application needs data in a certain format on
a regular basis, the specification can be saved and itself added as a
menu option. The method of doing this is discussed in the Appendices on
SVARD and HYDATA: adding a special export option is expected to be within
the abilities of the CLICOM administrator at a CLIGOM site.
(b) FORTRAN program - EXPOBS
An alternative to the use of a DataEase
Report
is
to
use
a
specially-written FORTRAN program, called EXPOBS.
This program is run
from the DataEase "Transfer Data" menu (2.2) and is designed to export
data in ASCII format by observation. All (or a subset) of the elements
recorded at one time at a station are put together in one output record.
The elements required and the order they are to appear in the output file
are specified by the user, who must edit a file called EXPOBS.xxx, where
xxx is the observation type (HLY, DLY, MLY etc.). Although the Transfer
Data menu is within DataEase, the program itself is not.
The very
flexible way in which control can be passed from one type of program to
another in a way that is invisible to the user is an important feature of
CLICOM, and is examined below.

8.

Importing climatic data into CLICOM
The use of applications is often accompanied by a need to import further
data into the database. The two routes for importing are examined next.
The "preliminaries" discussed above are still needed: the station and
element information appropriate for the data being imported must first be
entered.
While this may seem tedious, it is quite quick and is
important, since the idea of holding the data in a database is to allow
easy switching from the climatic values to the related information about
the station, the elements, the observing schedule and so forth.
(a) FORTRAN
The obvious place to put data is directly into the FORTRAN database as if
it had been keyed in.
Quality control and validation can then be
performed before loading the data to tne DataEase database, re-indexing
the files and transferring to the archive.
The disadvantage of this
approach is that it requires some FORTRAN programming - or at the very
least, modifications to a "skeleton" program called IMP0RT2 (which is
provided with CLICOM) - to put data directly into the key-entry form.
However, once done, the process of import is very quick.
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(b) DataEase
The second option is to import into DataBase directly. This has the
advantage that the DataEase importing facilities are very good.
Even if
data are not in a format that can be imported directly into the DataBase
climatic data forms, it is often a trivial programming task to transform
the data into a suitable format. (A skeleton program called IMPORT! is
provided with CLIOOM as a guide.) This approach is quite reasonable if
the data have already been validated. If however you wish to import to
DataEase but do not wish to by-pass the quality control checks, there is
an UNLOAD option within CLIOOM to pass data back to the FORTRAN database
for checking purposes.
9.

CLIOOM process control
The main control within the CLIOOM system is by batch files (using
ANSI.SYS commands) in DOS, the operating system used on IBM-PC/AT micros
and compatibles. The batch files display menus and call other programs
or further menus, according to the operator's actions. Figure B shows
the menus in a schematic form; the last options in the menus are calls to
programs, other batch files, imports, reports or packages.

Figure B: CLIOOM menus

Batch file-

-Batch file

etc.

—FORTRAN program
—Other program (e.g. a package)
—DataEase menu-

-Batch file—etc.
—FORTRAN or other program
—DataEase menu—etc.
-Report/Export/Import etc.

Applications can be attached at nearly all of these menu end-points,
which gives a smooth flow from CLIOOM to an application.
Some points of
attachment are more difficult to program than others, but most can be
done fairly easily by the CLIOOM administrator. In most cases a page or
two of detailed notes would be sufficient to explain to a competent
CLIOOM user how to modify a menu so that a new option will call a
specified application.
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10.

Batch files
An understanding of these is needed by the CLICOM administrator in order
to maintain the smooth running of the system.
A feature of DOS batch
files is that when one batch file calls another, control does not
automatically pass back to the calling batch file on completion.
This
problem has been cured in DOS version 3.3, but new applications should
not make use of the cure if they are to be used at CLIGOM sites with
earlier versions of DOS.

11.

DataEase menus and forms
DataBase
menus and forms are not difficult to generate.
A clear
explanation is provided with the commercial DataEase Tutorial, but it
uses an example not relevant to most climatological applications. The
"CHAIN menu" facility allows a sequence of operations to be performed
before returning control to the user: the power of this is best seen in
the way in which CLIGOM updates its climatic database inventory (see Menu
2.7, Climate Data Inventory).

12.

FORTRAN menus, forms and utilities
FORTRAN menus and forms are similarly easy to generate from the ADMIN
menu. The process has been designed to be quite similar to that in
DataEase, so the learning process is quick. What is more difficult is to
make use of the menus and forms from FORTRAN: the source code of the
CLIGOM software must be studied closely to see how it is done. The
CLIGOM manual lists some of the more generally useful FORTRAN routines,
together with their arguments.

13.

Summary
CLIGOM is controlled in three ways:
(a) Batch files and menus;
(b) FORTRAN (or C, etc.) programs, including menus and forms;
(c) DataEase forms, menus and reports. DataEase menus may call batch
files, compiled programs or other DataEase facilities.
Any of these facilities may be used by applications developers.
The
length of time needed to develop an application will depend both on the
programming skills of the developer and the extent to
which
the
application is to be incorporated into the CLIGOM system.
For the
majority of applications, the simple method of exporting a file from
within DataEase using a report of the EXPOBS program may be adequate. If
this method turns out to be slow, or needs to be repeated often, then
thought should be given to "saving" the method and automating it. CLICOM
users are expected to become fluent with DataEase and so this may be the
quickest way of interfacing an application.
FORTRAN programmers may
prefer to make use of the CLICOM utilities provided, but they should not
underestimate the time required to test and debug any programs to the
standard required by CLICOM users.
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Obviously, menu options for a particular application cannot be written
into CLICOM as part of the "core software", since the application may not
be relevant at all sites. A description of the way it can be done should
be supplied as part of any CLIOOM/application interface.

ANNEX 8
CASE STUDY: INTERFACING COMPONENT G06.3.01 WITH CLICOM
1. Whv interface the Component G06.3.01 with CLICOM?
It is interesting to interface the component G06.3.01 with CLICOM because through this
one component the user of CLICOM will have access to all the components developed on the PC
by the CNRS of Belgium. Conversely, the user of G06.3.01 will have access to all the applications
offered by the CLICOM system.
This situation can be illustrated as follows:
Component
100.2.01

Application 1

H

/

CLICOM
Application 2

DataEase

^

Interface

-

^

COMPONENT
G06.3.01 Ver 2

^"^^^
/
Application 3

Component
126.2.01

Component
H76.3.02

\
etc...

etc...

Component
H76.2.04

2.What ca.n be inteîrfgççlil?

At present, CLICOM allows for the use of the following types of data
- daily
- hourly
- monthly
- ten-day
- three-hourly
- 15-minute
- upper air soundings
The data management system of the component G06.3.01 allows for the use of the
following data:
- daily data
- data from observations taken twice a day
- data from observations taken three times a day
- hourly data
- two-hourly data
- three-hourly data
- irregularly spaced data (with a minimum time interval of one minute)
- irregularly spaced data (with a minimum time interval of one day)
In addition, other types of data file are handled by the component H76.3.02. These are
- files of gauging measurement
- files of gauging results
- files of rating curves
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Thus the two systems can be directly interfaced for
- daily data
- hourly
- three-hourly data
During the workshop an interface was developed only for daily data. The interface for
hourly data and three-hourly data can be set up in the same manner.

3. Transfer of daily data between CLICOM and G06.3.01
3.1 Organization
As both systems can import and export data in the form of ASCII data files, the simplest
solution would be, for instance, to write a program which could transform the G06.3.01 database
into a format which could be read by the "Import CLICOM file" and conversely to write a program
which could transform the database resulting from an "Export CLICOM" into a form compatible
with the G06.3.01 component.
Although it is simple enough, this solution has the disadvantage of requiring many stages
and generating one or more intermediate files. For this reason the following approach was
adopted.
From CLICOM to G06.3.01 :
A program (CLIDJ1 ) allowing for the direct transfer of daily data to a daily data
working file of G06.3.01.
From G06.3.01 to CLICOM:
A program (DJ1CLI) allowing for a direct transfer of daily data from a G06.3.01
working file to a file of daily data of the CLICOM system's FORTRAN database. Thus the user
can check the quality of transferred data before inserting them into the database of DataEase.
This interface can be illustrated as follows:
CLICOM system

G06.3.01 system

Z
7

CUDJ1

\

DataEase

Fortran

Database

Database
Loading

Daily data
working
files

v

ii

QC validation

—

/ .
DJ1CU

At present, the two programs as well as the creation and/or updating of G06CLI.STN and
G06CLI.ELM (see below) are not integrated into a system of menus because the best place for
inserting such submenus depends on the preferences of each user.
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3.2 Use of the CLIDJ1 program
3.2.1 Preliminary operations
(a)
As the station identifiers (code) are not set up in the same manner for the G06.3.01
component (a four figure number) and for CLICOM (a set of eight characters), it is necessary to
create a look-up table giving the correspondance between these identifiers.

• Name of file: G06CLI.STN

• Directory:G06.3.01 system directory

Format: Sequential file, each record of which has the following form:
Station-identifier
Station-code
(CLICOM)
(G06.3.01)
format (A8,1X,I4)

All the stations for which identifiers are in the file must have been defined appropriately in the files
of CLICOM and G06.3.01.
(b)
As the identifiers of the data types (G06.3.01 ) and the elements (CLICOM) are not
set up in the same manner for the G06.3.01 component (a four-figure number) and for CLICOM (a
three-figure number), it is necessary to create a look-up table giving the correspondance between
these identifiers.

• Name of file: G06CLI.ELM

• Directory: G06.3.01 system directory

• Format: Sequential file, each record of which has the following form:
Element-code
Data type-code
(CLICOM)
(G06.3.01)
format (13,1 X.I4)

All the data types (elements) for which codes are included in that file must have been defined
appropriately in the files of G06.3.01 and CLICOM.
(c)
The JDrogram CLIDJ1 must be run within a CLICOM environment; that is, the logical
units P: and Q: must correspond respectively to sub-directory CLICOM and DEDATA.
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3.2.2 Implementation scheme
(a)

To run, enter CLIDJ1 (RETURN)

(b)
Introduce the complete name of G06.3.01 system directory (followed by \) using the
first "form" displayed.

Transfer of daily data from CLICOM to G06.3.01 Ver 2

G06.3.01 system directory: C:\G06\

(c) Introduce (or input) the name of the working data file of G06.3.01 intended for the
storage of transfered data (Do not introduce the name of the directory) by means of the following
"form":
G06.3.01 daily data working file: .DJ1

This file must have been created previously in the data base G06.3.01 within the sub-directory
intended for daily data files.
(d) Introduce (or input) the code of the CLICOM station and the code of the CLICOM
element related to transfered data by means of the following "form":

Station - ID .

. Element Code

These codes must be in the files G06.CLI.STN and G06.CLI.ELM respectively.
(e)
Introduce (or input) the period to be transfered by means of trie following "form":

Dates: Begin .

_.-.

. End ..

(f)
Input the serial number of "Data set" from where data are to be transfered by means
of the following "form":
Data set - ID: DLY.

The transfer can then be made.
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During the transfer, the years and the months processed are displayed on the screen. For
example:

Transfer of daily data from CLICOM to G06.3.01 Ver 2

G06.3.01 system directory: D:\G06\

G06.3.01 daily data working file: CLICOM.DJ1

Station - ID CLIC0162 Element-Code 902

Dates: Begin 1921-01 End 1921-12

Dataset - ID: DLY001

Monthly block processed 1921-10

When the transfer is over, return to point (c) to select any other data that are to be transfered.
3.3 Use of the DJ1CLI program
3.3.1 Preliminary operations
(a) As 3.2.1 (a)
(b) As 3.2.1(b)
(c) As 3.2.1(c)
(d) To input data to the CLICOM FORTRAN data base, it is necessary to create a "form".
For that purpose use:
- Option 5 of the menu "***CLICOM Introductory Menu***" i.e. "5 FORTRAN system
configuration (ADMIN)"
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- Option 1 of the menu "FORTRAN system configuration (ADMIN)", "Key-entry form and
QC checks"
- Option 1 of the menu "Key-entry and quality control administration", "Key-entry form
definition"
- Option 1 of the menu "View or define an entry form", "Define a new key-entry form"
- Option 3 of the menu "Please select a data type", "Daily data"
- Data set-ID: for example 001
- In the "form" which is then presented, introduce only one "Element-code" in the first
position
- The following values may be changed:
"SD for extreme (red) error"
"SD for marginal (light blue) error"
- Do not specify other elements which are available in the QC zone
3.3.2 Implementation scheme
(a) To run, enter: DJ1CLI (RETURN)
(b) Input the complete name of the G06.3.01 system directory (followed by \) by means of
the following "form" which is presented:

Transfer of daily data from G06.3.01 Ver 2 to CLICOM

G06.3.01 system directory: C:\G06\

(c) Input the name of the working data file G06.3.01 which contains the data to be
transfered (do not introduce the name of the directory), by means of the following "form":

G06.3.01 daily data working file: .DJ1

This file must be in the sub-directory set aside for the daily data files of G06.3.01.
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(d) Input the G06.3.01 station code and the G06.3.01 data type code related to the data to
be transfered by means of the following "form":

Station:

Data type:

These codes must be in the files G06CLI.STN and G06CLI.ELM respectively,
(e) Input the period to be transfered by mean of the following "form":
Dates: Begin

. End

(f) Input the serial number of the data set from where the data are to be transfered and for
which a key-entry form has been defined by the following form:
Data set - ID: DLY

The transfer can then be made; the years and the months processed are displayed on the screen.
For example:
Transfer of daily data from G06.3.01 Ver 2 to CLICOM

G06.3.01 system directory: D:\G06\

G06.3.01 daily data working file: ML162L3.DJ1

Station: 0162 Datatype: 6100

Dates: Begin 1925-01 End 1949-12

Dataset - ID: DLY001

Monthly block processed 1939-12
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When the transfer is complete, return to point (c) to select any other data to be transfered.

Caution : Before modifying the key-entry form related to a data set, make sure that all the
data that have been transfered before are validated and saved in the DataEase data base,
because they will be destroyed during the modification.

ANNEX 9

CASE STUDY:

1.

INTERFACING SVARD WITH CLICOM

Introduction

The essential element in understanding and giving proper treatment to
weather and climate data is the flexible analysis of
two
dimensional
instantaneous or time-averaged fields. Graphical presentations of the data
can be very useful in this analysis.
SVARD enables the user to undertake
routine spatial quality control checks, and to interpolate and contour any
scalar or vector quantities. The purpose of the SVARD/CLICOM Interface is to
use SVARD spatial quality control, interpolation and display utilities to
interpret CLICOM data.
2.

Problems

The data collected for a certain area have to be introduced to
DataEase data base system so as to permit the spatial analysis of the data.

the

The interface to CLICOM may be organized in two different ways:
the CLICOM data base may be seen from SVARD as an independent
source of information;
SVARD may be seen as a CLICOM utility for spatial
quality
checking, or the graphic display of a given event or given
instantaneous or time-averaged data field.
The technical problems connected with the first option require that a
FORTRAN utility be written and inserted into SVARD. The other option requires
that
data reports be organized under the CLICOM management system for
temporary SVARD usage, either to check the data or to display the given data
field.
The latter possibility can be achieved, either by preparing a report
and then switching to SVARD and back again to CLICOM, or by a smooth
menu-driven system option based on properly organized batch files.
SVARD operates on a Cartesian co-ordinate system, while CLICOM uses
geographic co-ordinates. Therefore a data transformation utility is necessary
to transform station locations and physiographic features from geographic to a
local Cartesian network.
3.

Applications
Data transfer (IMPORT) to the CLICOM data base

As the data sets were not available in CLICOM at the start of the
workshop, the first step was to copy the SVARD example data files into the
DataEase data base. Apart from SVARD examples of temperature, pressure and
wind, obviously related to Poland, it was also possible to use data provided
by the courtesy of the Department of Meteorology, University of Reading which
were for monthly totals of evaporation for sites in Tanzania.
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The data CLICOM IMPORT was organized in two steps:
(a)
Using the standard IMPORT option, the following data were read from an
ASCII file (geographical information used by SVARD):
WMO-NO, StationName, Lat, lat, Lon, Ion, Elevation

These records (one record per line) were written
describing the fields and were separated by commas.

with

a

special

header,

(b)
Using a specially prepared full report, the other fields for the
station geography were completed.
The 'remarks' field of
a
station's
geography
was
used to identify the area data set.
Setting different
identifiers in the field 'remarks', it was possible to prepare different data
sets for different geographical regions. As with station geography, daily
data were imported in two steps.
Data supply (EXPORT) from the CLIOQM database
As an input to SVARD it was necessary to create for each data set:
-

An ASCII file with geographic co-ordinates according
to WMO
numbers, e.g. SYNOP.LST, TANZAN.LST. The structure of the file is:
WMO-NO StationName Lat lat Lng lng

The southern hemisphere has negative latitude (Lat, lat) values,
similarly negative longitude is required west of Greenwich.
-

ASCII files with data related to a given area data set.
These are
vectors of one column (for scalar data) or two columns (e.g. for
vector data such as wind) organized in accordance with the order
presumed
in
the
geographic
files, SYNOPLIST,
the station
information. As a result sets of raw data of different types are
created
for
a
given region under study: e.g. 1412tttb.raw,
1810pppb.raw, eofeb89.raw, eojun89.raw.

Data EXPORT was organized by a specially prepared full report option.
To export SYNOP.LST (the geographic information), the user needs to define the
file to which the reported data will be passed and choose the correct area
data set.
Because of the failure of data set field concept in this particular
application, the 'remarks' field had to be used to mark and recognize area
data sets.
To export data the user must define, in addition to the file name and
the remarks fields, what kind of element he requires, plus
the data
(year/month) field.
In response to program questions (FULLREPORT), the user
must determine:
-

The name of the file to which the data will be passed.

-

The identifier specifying the relevant information concerning the
station associated with the data set being studied (written in the
'remarks' field of the station's geography record).
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- The type of export meteo-element in
terminology.

accordance

with

CLIGOM

- Data for a given time.
Note that it is not easy to export a single day's data from a daily data
record. Up to 31 lines of code of the form : (if day=5 export value-5) must
be created.
U.

FORTRAN utility to EXTORT CLIGOM data

Specialized procedures from the CLIGOM library utility.lib were used
to communicate with the user by means of the menu system. To EXPORT station
geography information, no standard procedure is available which enables one to
read all fields in a station's geography records, especially remarks fields,
because this procedure does not read the 'remarks' fields that are used to
identify sets of stations being studied. Therefore, a specialized FORTRAN
program, which creates a FORTRAN data base, was modified so as to read station
geography records from DataEase and write their contents into files whose
structure is accepted by SVARD. The set of messages is recorded in a standard
message.fnt file. A standard procedure was used to export daily data.
5.

Geographic to Cartesian transformation utility

On the SVARD side, an interface is available for producing station
Cartesian co-ordinates and physiographic features related to Cartesian
networks, namely GTK.EXE. In the config.srd ASCII file, we put the following
information:
SYNOP.LST
- geographic locality (see above)
MAP OUTLINE.CON - physiographic features related to the given area data set
(empty in cases where we do not have such information)
SYNOP.XY
- result of transformation of station co-ordinates to
Cartesian co-ordinates
OUTLINE.XY
- result of transformation of physiographic features to
Cartesian co-ordinates.
When running, GTK produces automatically the transfer parameters
related to the local Cartesian network that covers the geographic area. In
cases of missing MAP-OUTLINE.CON, the physiographic features (in terms of
latitude and longitude) are produced in Cartesian co-ordinates.
6.

Getting started with SVARD using SVARD-GLIGOM-INTERFACE

1)
Run CLIGOM and prepare a file with geographic information related to
the given area data set (EXPORT-SVARD-GEOGR).
2)
Prepare CLIGOM data reports for the given area data set
the remarks field in the station geography form).
3)
Prepare SVARD files:
parameters), als.par (analysis
(depending on the purpose).
from the DataEase data base e.g.

(identified by

parameters config.srd, gls.par (quality control
parameters), ans.par (display parameters)
Recommendation: keep SVARD on a different disk
C:\svard\data and d:\dedata.
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4)

Run GIK to prepare NET.PAR

5)
Optionally, run PIS to show the relation between geographic and
Cartesian geometry. Adjust the network and area files according to needs by
changing NX, NY and GridStep.
6)

Run SVARD
6.1)
If it is the first run for a given area data set, then create
interpolation coefficients;
6.2)
Choose quality control to check spatial homogeneity of the
given data;
6.3)
Interpolate the data on to the network; one can try using
different interpolation methods;
6.4)

7)

Display the field and compare with other fields, if necessary.

Return to CLICOM and prepare the next set of data files.

ANNEX 10
CASE STUDY: INTERFACING HYDATA WITH CLICOM

1. Background
HYDATA is a hydrological database system developed by the
Institute of Hydrology.
It provides for the storage, graphical
display and analysis of hydrological time series data. Some of
the data types stored by HYDATA can also be stored by CLICOM,
namely :
-

15 minute, hourly and synoptic (3 hourly) rainfall data
Daily rainfall and flow data
Monthly rainfall data
'General' daily data (user defined e.g. evaporation, water
quality, temperature data)

Although HYDATA was at first designed for processing river level,
gauging and flow data, it is increasingly used for handling
meteorological data. For example, two recent HYDATA applications
- a conceptual rainfall runoff model, and a rainfall GIS
(Geographic Information System) - make use of rainfall data
loaded on HYDATA.
It therefore seemed a useful exercise to
produce an interface between the HYDATA and CLICOM packages.
This case study describes the type of interface produced.
2. Methods considered
Several methods were considered
HYDATA and CLICOM.

for transferring

data between

The simplest method would have been to use existing options in
HYDATA and CLICOM to read and write data in the form of ASCII
datafiles. The problem here is that the datafiles produced by the
two systems are in different formats, so some text editing would
be required in every transfer.
Transfers would have to be
performed on a 'one-off basis and would require the user to have
a reasonable understanding of the data structure on both systems.
The best method would be to add options to both HYDATA and CLICOM
to transfer data automatically between the packages. This could
be done, for example, by writing FORTRAN programs to produce the
additional menus and to read and write the data to the database
files. The calling and operation of these programs would be
invisible to the user, as would all the data handling.
For
HYDATA, access to the database would be via a set of FORTRAN
subroutines which are supplied with the HYDATA package ; for
CLICOM, the FORTRAN program could be called using a Dataease
CHAIN menu, and the additional CLICOM menus produced using the
UTILITY.LIB library supplied with CLICOM.
This approach,
although perhaps desirable in the long term, wa's rejected because
of the limited time available in the workshop.
The method which was finally used was a compromise between these
two approaches. A new program - HYCOM - was written which could
read and write ASCII datafiles in a format suitable for input and
output to CLICOM. The format chosen was similar to that produced
by the 'Export data in CLICOM ASCII format1 option in Menu 2.2 of
CLICOM. For transfers from CLICOM to HYDATA, the first step is
to create the ASCII datafile from within CLICOM using this export
option. The program HYCOM then reads this datafile, and writes
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the data directly into the HYDATA database. For transfers in the
opposite direction, the first stage is to use HYCOM to read the
data from HYDATA, and to write an ASCII datafile in the format
required by CLICOM. This datafile can then be read into CLICOM
using a slight modification of the 'Import ASCII file into CLICOM
via Dataease' option in CLICOM.
For simplicity, HYCOM was
written so that, in any one transfer, only one type of data (or
element code, in CLICOM terminology) can be transferred.
The
transfer can be either for all data of that type, or for a
specified period and a specified subset of stations.
3. Programming considerations
The advantage of the chosen method was that no changes were
required to either the HYDATA or CLICOM packages.
All
programming work centred on the HYCOM program.
HYCOM was written in the Prospero FORTRAN 77 programming language
and is menu driven.
The menus were created using an in-house
screen design package. The routines for transfers to and from
the HYDATA database were written using a library of subroutines
which is supplied with the HYDATA package. The program was
designed to allow transfers of all data types common to both
HYDATA and CLICOM.
It is intended that the HYCOM program (and
operating instructions) will be available free of charge to any
HYDATA user who wishes to transfer data between HYDATA and
CLICOM.
Some minor difficulties were encountered during the work.
Firstly, there is no direct correspondence between station
identifiers on HYDATA and CLICOM ; HYDATA uses numeric
identifiers and CLICOM uses alphanumeric identifiers. Also, in
CLICOM, data types are identified by 'element codes' which are
user defined, whereas in HYDATA data types are fixed.
It was
therefore necessary to create a look up table
giving the
correspondence between HYDATA station numbers, CLICOM identifiers
and the CLICOM element codes. A similar problem occurs with the
data flags on the two systems ; HYDATA uses three numeric flags,
to which user defined 'keys' (e.g. 'estimate') can be assigned,
and CLICOM uses an arbitrary number of alphanumeric flags whose
meaning, again, can be user defined. A second look up table was
required giving the correspondence between flags.
4. Example
The following example gives an indication of the work involved in
using HYCOM to perform a data transfer between HYDATA and CLICOM.
The example is for a transfer of 10 years of monthly flow data
from HYDATA to CLICOM for a single station from 1980 to 1989
inclusive. In the example, the CLICOM station is called 238-TLOB
and the HYDATA station is station number 1001. The element code
in CLICOM is 208.
The first step would be to create a look up table for the station
identifiers (using, say, a word processor).
This information
should be stored in an ASCII datafile with the name HYCOM.STN.
Here, this file would read as follows :
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Line 1
Line 2
1001
238-TLOB
208

miscellaneous
miscellaneous

text
text

Note that the first two lines of this file are reserved for
comments by the user.
The look up table for the flags should be stored in an ASCII
datafile called HYCOM.FLG which, for the default flags in CLICOM,
might appear as follows :
Line 1
miscellaneous
HYDATA to CLICOM

text

0 M
1 D

2 E
CLICOM to
D 1
E 2
G 2
I 1
M 0
T 1
* 1

HYDATA

Once these files have been created, the program HYCOM can be run
by typing HYCOM. The control menu of HYCOM then appears :
Main
[ 1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Menu - Menu

Al

Quit
To CLICOM
To HYDATA
Define
files

Here, Option [ 2] would be selected, causing a second menu, Menu
HC1, to be displayed :
Menu HC1 - To CLICOM
[ 1]
[2]
[ 3]
[ 4]
[ 5]
[ 6]
[ 7]
[8]
[9]

Quit
Output
filename
First
station
Last station
Start
Date
End Date
Data type
Data period
Transfer
data

[OUTPUTl.DAT
[1001
]
[1001
]
[1980 Jan
1]
[1989 Dec 31]
[6
]
[3
]

]

For the required transfer, the entries would be as shown.
An
arbitrary filename, OUTPUTl.DAT, has been chosen for output of
the data. The 'Data type 1 and 'Data period1 together inform
HYCOM that HYDATA station 1001 is a monthly rainfall station.
The transfer would be initiated by selecting Option [ 9 ] . During
each transfer, a counter is displayed on the screen and, at the
end of the transfer, a new display appears giving information on
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the data transferred. This display might appear as follows :
HYDATA CLICOM Start
Station
Station
1001

Date End Date NUMBER OF VALUES TRANSFERRED
Flag 1
Flag 2
Missing

238-TLOB 1980 Jan

1989 Dec

33

0

87

In this example, the display shows that, in the specified period,
there were 87 missing entries, and 33 data values with the HYDATA
flag 1. These values were written into file 0UTPUT1.DAT. The
user need not inspect this file but, as an example, the first two
lines of the file might read :
005238-TLOB20819800.0000D56.000D-99999M132.00D
005238-TLOB208198135.000D-99999M254.00D65.
000D

(cont.)
(cont.)

The -99999M code is recognised by CLICOM as a missing value.
This file could now be read into CLICOM using the 'Import ASCII
file.... * option with the 'fixed field' option selected. A
minor change to the input form would be required to indicate that
the end of each record (here, one month of data values) is
delimited by a carriage return character (Thé default in CLICOM
is to merge all records into a continous string).
This change
should be a simple matter for any user of CLICOM and will not be
described here.
A similar change would be required when
exporting data. If transfers were to be performed on a regular
basis, it might be worth creating two new forms specifically for
importing and exporting data between CLICOM and HYDATA.
The example given is for a transfer from HYDATA to CLICOM. For
transfers in the opposite direction, the procedure would be to
first create the ASCII datafile from within CLICOM, and then to
read this file into HYCOM for direct transfer into HYDATA. The
data input menu in HYCOM has one difference to the data output
menu. An additional option, 'Scan data', is provided, which
causes the incoming data to be checked against the station limits
in HYDATA.
This quality check must be performed successfully
before the data can be transferred into HYDATA.
For transfers
into CLICOM, quality control is performed automatically by the
existing CLICOM software.
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